WAR BABIES SOUND PRODUCTION USE ELECTRO-VOICE® XLC™
COMPACT LINE ARRAY & MIDAS® VENICE 320 AT CLARKSVILLE,
TN ‘RIVERFEST’
Clarksville, TN (August 27, 2003): War Babies productions of Clarksville,
Tennessee recently took delivery of a new Electro-Voice Xlc compact line
array loudspeaker system, which will be used at the 2003 Clarksville
Riverfest, a large annual music, art, culture and community festival.
Owner Mark Hawkins described his professional journey from being a
musician to running a successful sound and lighting production company,
and how the Xlc line represents the next step in his company’s transition
from ‘little guy’ to big league.
“War Babies started about ten years ago. My purchase of the Xlc is the
culmination of a long association with live sound, both onstage and off.
EV equipment has been integral to the success of this journey. Like a lot
of guys in my current position, I was originally a musician, playing in bands
from the late ‘60s onwards, and then I became interested in running and
setting up the sound reinforcement gear. In the early days we always had
inadequate PA systems. Everybody would put whatever gear they had
into building a PA so the shows could happen, but that invariably ended up
being a bunch of junk with sound quality to match! In the early ‘80s I
started to buy bits of gear here and there; I’d always been the guy who
hooked up the PA and ran sound, so this made a lot of sense. Pretty soon
I started getting gigs on the side as a result of the connections I made
through being in bands for so long, doing festivals and downtown events.
Once your name gets out there you start getting calls.”

War Babies: (l-r) Production Manager, Rick Valles, Systems Technician, Paul
Tereau, Owner, Mark Hawkins, Systems Technician, Bob Coghan

Mark Hawkins described how Electro-Voice will help give him the
competitive edge: “The sound reinforcement industry is very, very
competitive in this part of the country, but there’s a lot of business out
there too. The town I’m from has about 150,000 people, but we have 10
soundmen! Clarksville is about 45 miles northwest of Nashville, which is
obviously a significant center of activity in this industry, with some of the
biggest names in the business, even though it’s only a city of half a million
people. There’s plenty of work here for a company of our size, but you
have to be good to stand out. That’s where using the best equipment
available becomes a significant factor. In terms of a dog-eat-dog
professional environment, I’ve tried to bring my company out of the pack
by offering clients products like the Xlc. Reliability, competitive pricing, and
quality equipment all make a difference. What I also do differently is offer
a comprehensive production service, which is unusual for a company of
this size. It always struck me that everybody wants to be a soundman:
nobody wants to do lighting, nobody wants to do staging, and nobody
wants to do roof systems, whereas I do it all. One call does it all! I can
fully outfit a festival or similar event, saving my clients’ time and money. I
have a big roof system and a 40-feet by 40-feet stage with sound wings.
I’ve tried to cover all the bases. Initially this approach means that you
spread your money out, but in the long run I’ve been able to build up to the
point where all elements of my inventory are top notch, as is the case with
the Xlc system I recently purchased, which will open up a great deal of
new potential applications for my system as a whole.”
Hawkins continued: “I chose to go with the Xlc for a number of reasons.
Number one would simply be that they sound great. Number two is that I
can hang them with a minimal amount of work. The box has a great
profile; it’s easy to maneuver with the cart system, which allows us to
stack 4 or 5 at a time without needing castor plates. Castor plates require
a truck the size of an aircraft carrier! The Xlc’s compact size and userfriendly design make it ideal when you have two guys running sound. It’s
a great box that has impressed everybody I’ve spoken to about it. I
shopped around carefully for about 8 months, bearing in mind that many of
the major manufacturers are making compact line arrays now. I ended up
choosing the Xlc over a competitor’s product. EV reps Wilson Audio Sales
were also an important element in our final decision, in terms of
professionalism and support. That adds value to the Xlc too. When you
compare spec sheets, design details and technological innovation, the Xlc
makes the most sense. I think I have the only Xlc rig in Tennessee right
now, and I anticipate a lot of cross-rental interest from other sound
companies when they hear it. It’s just a matter of time before it becomes
the industry standard compact line array, as the performance and price
are unbeatable.”

Hawkins also noted how the Xlc might satisfy the changing demands of
one particular rapidly expanding segment of the sound reinforcement
marketplace: “So far I’ve done one big show with the Xlc, a Christian rock
band called Avalon at a brand new 3500 seat church in Clarksville. I can
see the Xlc becoming a serious contender in the Church marketplace, now
that many new churches are seating as many people as a large theater,
and now that Christian rock is such a phenomenal success.”
In closing, Hawkins described the big summer event: “We have Riverfest
coming up in Clarksville, on September 5th and 6th. We’re going to use the
Xlc at this event, our first big outing with the system. There are two big
outdoor stages and two smaller ones. The whole event usually brings in
about 40,000 to 50,000 people over the weekend. In the past they’ve had
the Dixie Chicks, and lots of other major artists over the years, lots of
classic rock, jazz and blues. I have the contract for the event: I’ll be doing
the second stage with the Xlc, also running Front of House, and I have
Spectrum Audio (Nashville) coming in to do the main stage.”
“We’ll be using a Midas XL3 on the big stage with Spectrum Audio, and I’ll
be using a Midas Venice 320 on the second stage. I’ll be using the Klark
Teknik 9848 loudspeaker processor on the Xlcs. I especially like the
Venice; it’s a great console, and ideal for my ‘B’ rig. I’ve had the Venice
for about a year and a half, and I’ve probably used it 50 times. You turn
that EQ and you hear it immediately, you hear the board working with the
minutest details. Simply put, the preamps and the EQs are as good as
everybody says they are. I use the Venice more than any other piece of
equipment I have, in doing a lot more ‘B’ gigs than ‘A’ gigs. A lot of these
boards sell to people like me, and I think it will go down as one of the most
useful pieces of equipment ever designed for people in my professional
position. There are really only a handful of people in apposition to use the
big consoles on a regular basis. There are hundreds of companies like
mine out there, and products like the Xlc and the Venice represent the
quality and integrity a smaller company can offer clients who don’t
necessarily require a large format sound reinforcement setup.”
The Electro-Voice Xlc represents the cutting-edge in compact, fullbandwidth line-array loudspeaker technology. The Xlc’s three-way axis
asymmetrical design eliminates the problems inherent in horizontal arrays,
as its mid and high-range drivers are arrayed vertically to prevent
horizontal lobing. EV’s plane-wave generator, the Hydra™, can be tuned
to produce superior high-frequency wave front summing throughout the
entire frequency field, eliminating phase distortion and dead spots. “One
man rigging” speaks for itself. LAPS (Line Array Prediction Software)
allows the Xlc to be aimed to create what some engineers have called a
“Spray-On PA” that fits a room like a made-to-measure suit. The Xlc has

all the bases covered provide world-class sound, representing the solution
to a plethora of audio challenges, all in one tidy unit.
For full details on all Electro-Voice products and brands, please visit
www.electrovoice.com
Electro-Voice® is a professional audio brand of Telex Communications,
Inc., a leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of sophisticated
audio, wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and communications
equipment for commercial, professional and industrial customers. Telex
Communications markets its products in more than 80 countries under the
brands EV®, Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark Teknik®,
University® and others.
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